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AUGUST
GLOBAL WATER CONFERENCE 2017:
TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE WATER SECURITY
IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: Directions, Strategies,
Solutions
Sule Shangri-la, Yangon, Myanmar

Spiceball Park, Banbury, Oxfordshire
This Berks, Bucks & Oxon Wildlife Trust event is held as
part of the Wild Banbury Project. Enjoy a range of watery
activities including an electrofishing demonstration on the
River Cherwell, make your own river, and water-saving tips
from Thames Water.
For further details visit the BBOWT website:
(http://www.bbowt.org.uk/events/2017/08/23/wild-aboutwater?instance=0) email: judithhartley@bbowt.org.uk

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.globalwaterconference.com/)
email: Jason.Choong@confexhub.com

5TH ANNUAL CONGRESS ON CLIMATE
CHANGE: Innovative Research Supporting
Effective Responses to Climate Change

20 – 25 August 2017

Birmingham

Beijing, China
This congress is organised by the International Association
for Ecology (INTECOL) and hosted by the Ecological Society
of China. It will focus on harmonious and sustainable
development among people, nature, and society in the context
of global development. Topics include ecosystem service
valuation and sustainable development, culture conservation
and human well-being, global change, environmental change
in urbanization, ecosystem restoration and management,
biodiversity conservation and ecosystem health, ecological
civilization, molecular ecology and ecological genomics.
For further details visit the congress website:
(http://www.intecol2017.org/en/index.asp)
email: Ms. Zhang Dan Intecol2017@rcees.ac.cn

21 – 25 August 2017
WETPOL 2017: 7TH International Symposium
for Wetland Pollutant Dynamics and Control
Big Sky Resort, Montana, USA
This global conference will bring together scientists, engineers
and practitioners working on the use of wetlands for water
quality improvement. A program focused on domestic
wastewater treatment wetlands, urban stormwater wetlands
and bio-swales, riparian wetland restoration, wetlands in
agricultural settings and wetland biogeochemistry is planned.
The conference will include one day of field trips to explore
examples of constructed, restored and unique natural
wetlands and riparian areas in the region.
For further details visit the WETPOL website:
(http://wetpol.org/) email: info@wetpol.org

24 – 25 August 2017

The main theme of this Allied Academies conference is
‘Innovative research supporting effective responses to climate
change’. This conference provides an opportunity to discuss
on recent approaches and advancements for development of
new techniques in climate change.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://climatechange.alliedacademies.com/)
email: climatecongress@alliedconferences.org

25 - 27 August 2017
2017 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
CLEAN WATER, AIR & SOIL
Bangkok, Thailand
CleanWAS has been organised every year since 2012 under
The International Water, Air and Soil Conservation Society
(INWASCON). It offers interdisciplinary themes of quality R&D
topical developments from potential contributors and experts
and provides an opportunity in bring in the new techniques
and horizons that will contribute to clean environment.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://www.cleanwas.org/)
email: info@cleanwas.org

27 August - 1 September 2017
WORLD WATER WEEK 2017
Stockholm, Sweden
World Water Week is organised by the Stockholm International
Water Institute (SIWI) and has been an annual focal point for
the globe’s water issues since 1991. The 2017 theme will be
‘Water and Waste - Reduce and Reuse’.
Further information is available on the World Water
Week website: (http://www.worldwaterweek.org/) email:
gabriela.suhoschi@siwi.org or adrian.puigarnau@siwi.org

NEW ENTRY	           NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

WILD ABOUT WATER

This 2nd Global Water Conference 2017, held in conjunction
with the Myanmar Sustainable Energy and Water Resources
Management Week, aims to provide a platform to discuss
strategies and solutions for the water and sanitation sectors
in the Southeast Asia with specific focus on Myanmar.

INTECOL 2017 BEIJING: 12TH INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS OF ECOLOGY: Ecology and
Civilization in a Changing World

NEW ENTRY

23 August 2017

NEW ENTRY       	

NEW ENTRY

16 - 17 August 2017

15th August 2017

SER 2017: 7TH WORLD CONFERENCE ON
ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION
Foz do Iguassu, Paraná, Brazil
This conference is organised by the Society for Ecological
Restoration (SER) in partnership with the Brazilian Society
for Ecological Restoration (SOBRE) and the Ibero-American
& Caribbean Society for Ecological Restoration (SIACRE). The
overarching theme of SER2017 is ‘Linking Science and Practice
for a Better World’.
For further details visit the SER website:
(http://ser2017.org/) email: atendimento@mci-group.com

28 August 2017
EAST LONDON WATERWAYS FESTIVAL
This new waterway event is organised by the Canal & River
Trust alongside the London Legacy Development Corporation,
St Pancras Cruising Club and the Inland Waterways Association.
The completed Carpenters Road lock site will form the
centrepiece of the festival, which will include a boat flotilla,
dragon boat racing, canoeing taster sessions, free boat trips and
pedalos. There will also be live music and dance performances,
activities for children, food stalls and more.
For further details visit the Canal & River Trust website:
(https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/news-and-views/news/east-londonwaterway-festival-announced-for-queen-elizabeth-olympic-parkthis-august) (https://canalrivertrust.org.uk/enjoy-the-waterways/
events/2017-08-28-east-london-waterways-festival)
email: joanna.steele@canalrivertrust.org.uk

NEW ENTRY

28 – 30 August 2017
2ND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE AND
EXPO ON WATER MICROBIOLOGY & NOVEL
TECHNOLOGIES: New Revolution in Water
Microbiology and Technology for Sustainable
and Safe Future
Philadelphia, USA
Water Microbiology 2017 brings together experts, researchers and
decision makers from both academia and industry across the globe
to exchange their knowledge, experience and research innovations
in the field of microbiology and microbes related to water.
Further information is available on the conference
series website: (http://water.conferenceseries.com/)
email: watermicrobiology@conferenceseries.net

	       NEW ENTRY

31 August – 2 September 2017
CEST 2017: 15TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENTAL
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Rhodes Island, Greece
This conference is organised by the Global Network of Environmental
Science and Technology (Global NEST) to bring together engineers,
scientists, researchers, students, managers and other professionals in
order to address and discuss emerging environmental issues. A wide
range of topics are presented while addressing the new opportunities
for the emerging science-policy interface promoting the dialogue
between the scientific and policy-making communities. It will include
Special Sessions relevant to the topics including ‘5 Dimensions of
Nexus: Water-Energy-Land-Climate-Food’ and ‘Emerging pollutants’.
For further details visit the GNEST website:
(https://cest.gnest.org/cest2017/) email: cest@gnest.org
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1 - 2 September 2017
EARLY CAREER HYDROGEOLOGISTS’
CONFERENCE 2017: Practical Field
Hydrogeology & Policy Relevance for Water
Resources Management
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow
ECHC 2017 is organised by University of Strathclyde, Scottish
Government, Geological Society, and IAH/ECHN. Prof. Rick
Brassington will present on the importance of practical field
hydrogeology and Mr Jon Rathjen of the Water Industry Team
for Scottish Government will give an insider view of the use of
practical knowledge to meet policy needs for water resources
management.
For further details visit the University of Strathclyde
website: (https://www.strath.ac.uk/engineering/
civilenvironmentalengineering/echc2017/)
email: echc2017-conf@strath.ac.uk

3 – 6 September 2017
EIFAAC INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM:
ADAPTATION OF INLAND FISHERIES AND
AQUACULTURE TO CLIMATE CHANGE
Stare Jabłonki, Poland
This symposium is organised by the Inland Fisheries Institute
Poland on behalf of the European Inland Fisheries and Aqua Culture
Advisory Commission (EIFAAC). The objective is to present the
current state of knowledge and create a basis for development of
recommendations for inland fisheries management.
For further details visit the symposium website: (https://
eifaac2017.infish.com.pl/) email: eifaac2017@infish.com.pl

4 - 7 September 2017
INTERNATIONAL MULTIDISCIPLINARY
CONFERENCE ON PHARMACEUTICALS IN
THE WATER ENVIRONMENT: Waste Water
Treatment, Surface - and Groundwater, Drinking
Water Production, Effect on Ecosystems
Prague, Czech Republic
PharmWat2017 is organised by European Water Association
(EWA), International Association of Hydrogeologists (IAH), Charles
University, Prague, Czech Republic, and other institutions. It aims
to discuss the occurrence of pharmaceutical residues in the water
environment and drinking water and the effect on ecosystems.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://pharmwat2017.vuv.cz/)
email: Zbynek_Hrkal@vuv.cz or use the contact form on
the above website.

5 - 7 September 2017
COASTS, MARINE STRUCTURES AND
BREAKWATERS 2017: Realising the Potential
Liverpool
This Institution of Civil Engineers conference is the 11th in
the Breakwaters series. Themes will be: new technologies
and techniques; coastal erosion and flooding; marine energy;
planning, design and construction; critical infrastructure; and
waterfront developments.
Further information will be made available on the ICE
website: (http://www.ice-conferences.com/coasts,-marinestructures-and-breakwaters-2017/) email: events@ice.org.uk
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Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, London

SEPTEMBER
NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY          	

27 August - 1 September 2017

15TH INTERNATIONAL COMPUTING &
CONTROL FOR THE WATER INDUSTRY
CONFERENCE: Intelligent Water Systems

ICSD 2017: 5TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT

University of Sheffield, Sheffield

Rome, Italy

This is the fifteenth in the CCWI series of biennial conferences
organised by the universities of Brunel, De Montfort, Exeter,
Imperial College and Sheffield. Focusing mainly on water systems
modelling and control this conference aims to bring together
leading experts from academia and industry. Researchers and
practitioners will be given the opportunity to discuss, present
and disseminate recent advances in research and industry.

This interdisciplinary conference is organised by the European
Center of Sustainable Development. It will provide a forum
for the sharing of ideas, presentation of research findings,
and discussion of professional issues relevant to sustainability
science. The environmental sustainability stream will include
water and soil conservation and environmental legislation.

For further details visit the University of Sheffield
website: (https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/ccwi/2017)
email: ccwi@sheffield.ac.uk

5 - 7 September 2017
ICFM7: 7TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON FLOOD MANAGEMENT: Resilience to Global
Changes: Anticipating the Unexpected
University of Leeds, Leeds
This conference offers a forum for various specialists including
engineers, planners, natural and social scientists, health
specialists, disaster managers, decision makers, and policy
makers to come together to exchange ideas and experiences.
It will consider the range of issues and challenges that affect
flood management, particularly the need to build resilience
into future planning.
For further details visit the ICFM7 website:
(http://www.icfm7.org.uk/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

5 - 9 September 2017

Singapore
IWA-MTC 2017 provides a platform for professionals in the
membrane communities and water to share knowledge of the
latest development in membrane research and development,
and to establish professional linkages for the advancement of
this technology.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://www.iwa-mtc2017.com/)
email: secretariat@iwa-mtc2017.com

6 September 2017

NEW ENTRY

Glasgow
This Ecosystems Knowledge Network training day, delivered
by experts from Collingwood Environmental Planning, will
discuss the context for participatory land use planning and
sustainability as applied via the ecosystem approach. It will
benefit professionals working in a range of areas including
river catchment management, flood risk management and
water resources.

WATER LOSS EUROPE 2017
Copenhagen, Denmark
This conference is organised by Watercourse Events Ltd. and
supported by the IWA Water Loss Specialist Group. Delegates
will hear presentations from experts and practitioners on the
current and emerging issues that could impact on water loss
management in Europe.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.waterlosseurope2017.com/)
email: admin@watercourseevents.co.uk

7 - 8 September 2017
BATHING IN THE CITY
Essen, Germany
Under the auspices of the European Green Capital award by
the EU, the European Water Association (EWA), in cooperation
with the German Association for Water, Wastewater and Waste
(DWA) is organising this conference to discuss the quality of
bathing water in Europe. The conference will give an overview
of the requirements and recommendations of the European
Commission regarding the status of bathing water. It will also
give examples of best practice.
For further details visit the EWA website:
(http://www.ewa-online.eu/calendar-detail/events/bathing-inthe-city.html) email: lorvik@ewa-online.eu

10 - 13 September 2017
4TH WATER RESEARCH CONFERENCE: THE
ROLE OF WATER TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION
IN THE BLUE ECONOMY
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
This Elsevier conference is held in association with the
International Water Association and The Water Institute,
University of Waterloo. It aims to discuss and advance
thinking and research to support the transition towards a Blue
Economy, in particular the role of water science and technology
innovation to foster sustainable behavioural change in current
water use and depletion.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://www.waterresearchconference.com/) email:
Please use the contact form on the above website.

For further details visit the EKN website:
(http://ecosystemsknowledge.net/events/trainingparticipatory-land-use)
email: info@ecosystemsknowledge.net
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PARTICIPATORY LAND USE PLANNING
AS A MECHANISM FOR DELIVERING
SUSTAINABLE LAND USE

6 - 7 September 2017

NEW ENTRY

8TH IWA SPECIALIST CONFERENCE ON
MEMBRANE TECHNOLOGY FOR WATER AND
WASTEWATER TREATMENT

For further details visit the ECSD website:
(http://www.ecsdev.org/index.php/conference)
email: conference@ecsdev.org
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6 - 7 September 2017

	   NEW ENTRY         	

5 - 7 September 2017

14 IWA/IAHR INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON URBAN DRAINAGE

INTRODUCTION TO THE UK WATER
INDUSTRY COURSE

Prague, Czech Republic

Leeds

The ICUD conference aims to present latest advances and
innovative approaches in fundamental and applied research on
urban drainage, taking into account meteorological, hydrological,
hydraulic, water quality and socio-economic aspects worldwide.
It considers the wider context of urban water systems, with the
ambition of developing and promoting sustainable and integrated
urban water management.

This course is sponsored by the Institute of Water and Panton
McLeod and provides an overview of the water and wastewater
industry in the UK. It provides sector an understanding of all
aspects of the water cycle, and the management and delivery
of this essential service.

NEW ENTRY

Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://www.icud2017.org/)
email: info@icud2017.org

NEW ENTRY	         NEW ENTRY

11 – 13 September 2017
IWA-ASPIRE 2017: BREAKING BOUNDARIES
– DEVELOPING A BETTER WATER FUTURE
FOR ASIA AND THE PACIFIC REGIONS
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
This conference will focus on a range of water related topics,
including current development and water management issues
in the Asia Pacific Regions, strengthening the water sector, and
overcoming the challenges in sustainable water management.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://www.aspire2017.org.my/)
email: info@aspire2017.org.my

11 – 13 September 2017
WATER CHALLENGES IN XXI CENTURY:
ROLE OF ECONOMICS, STATISTICS AND
ASSET MANAGEMENT
Livorno, Italy

12 - 13 September 2017
1ST IWA YOUNG WATER PROFESSIONALS
CONFERENCE CRACOW 2017: Water,
Wastewater and Energy in Smart Cities
Cracow, Poland
This first Conference of the International Water Association
IWA for young scientists in Poland is organised by the Cracow
University of Technology.
For further details visit the IWA website: (http://iwa-ywp.pl/)
email: mcrybicka@pk.edu.pl

12 – 14 September 2017
RWM EXHIBITION 2017
NEC, Birmingham
The RWM Exhibition in partnership with CIWM is a major
industry event for the Waste, Energy, Recycling and Water
sectors aimed at building a resource efficient future. The
Water Marketplace Trail identifies exhibitors offering solutions
for water procurement, the influencing of decision makers,
education and also the reduction of water usage and reuse.

This 3rd IWA conference ‘Water challenges in XXI century’
is jointly organised by the Strategic Asset Management
Specialist Group and by the Specialist Group on Statistics and
Economics. The global theme is ‘Economics, statistics, finance,
infrastructure asset management and utility bankability’.

For further details visit the exhibition website:
(https://www.rwmexhibition.com/)
email: info@rwmexhibition.com or visitor.help@ascentialassist.com

Further information is available on the IWA website:
(http://iwa2017.ec.unipi.it/)
email: iwa-livorno2017@aicgroup.it

RIVER RESTORATION CENTRE
TRAINING COURSE: INTRODUCTION
TO HYDROMORPHOLOGY FOR RIVER
RESTORATION & NFM PRACTITIONERS

11 - 15 September 2017
HR WALLINGFORD TELEMAC SUMMER SCHOOL
Howbery Park, Wallingford, Oxfordshire
TELEMAC is an open-source software suite for modelling free
surface waters using unstructured finite element models. This
five-day course is aimed at consultants and students who
are working on riverine, coastal and maritime hydrodynamic
modelling projects, and will provide an insight to the
hydrodynamic tools available in the TELEMAC suite.
For further details visit the Institute of Water website:
(http://training.hrwallingford.com/training/telemac-summerschool) email: training@hrwallingford.com
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13 September 2017

Bristol
This practical one-day overview course introduces participants
to the basics of hydromorphology, with specific reference to
river restoration. The course covers fundamental aspects
of geomorphology, hydrology and ecology and includes
fieldwork.
For further details visit the RRC website:
(http://www.therrc.co.uk/rrc-courses-and-workshops)
(http://www.therrc.co.uk/sites/default/files/files/Training/
intro_hy_flyer.pdf) email: rrc@therrc.co.uk

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

For further details visit the Institute of Water website:
(https://www.instituteofwater.org.uk/events-info/580/)
email: Ceris.vandevyver@pantonmcleod.co.uk
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12 – 13 September 2017

TH

 	

10 – 15 September 2017

PRIORITY SUBSTANCES

10TH MICROPOL & ECOHAZARD
CONFERENCE 2017

London
This CIWEM conference will examine new developments
and emerging issues in the field of priority substances.
The programme will give the EU and UK policy background,
exploring current challenges including the implications of EU
exit and potential scope of future regulatory framework. It
will examine technological advances and current research and
emerging issues including pharmaceuticals and microplastics.
For further details visit the CIWEM website:
(http://www.ciwem.org/events/priority-substances/)
email: events@ciwem.org

14 - 15 September 2017
THE EVOLUTION OF FLOODING AND FLOOD
RISK: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Geological Society, London
This Geological Society meeting, which aims to bring together
both academic researchers and practitioners, will explore
how geosciences can be important for flood mitigation and
adaptation as the agencies involved in management solutions
are moving from hard engineering approaches towards a
softer, nature-based, approach to reducing flood risk.

BOKU, Vienna, Austria
This conference is organised by the University of Natural
Resources and Life Sciences Vienna (BOKU) in co-operation
with the Technische Universität Wien (TU). It is aimed at
policymakers, researchers, scientists and engineers for an
exchange of views and experiences on best practices and
innovative technologies in dealing with emerging contaminants
and their potential impacts.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (http://micropol2017.boku.ac.at/)
email: micropol2017@boku.ac.at

17 - 20 September 2017
INTERNATIONAL ULTRAVIOLET
ASSOCIATION WORLD CONGRESS
Dubrovnik, Croatia
This IUVA 2017 World Congress aims to present the recent
advancements in technology and research addressing the
environmental and treatment process challenges of today, as
well as to discuss the current trends in UV regulations and
technology.

For further details visit the exhibition website:
(https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/flooding17)
email: georgina.worrall@geolsoc.org.uk

Further information is available on the IUVA website:
(http://iuva.org/2017WorldCongress)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

15 - 22 September 2017

18 - 20 September 2017

RCEM 2017: 10 SYMPOSIUM ON RIVER,
20TH INTERNATIONAL RIVERSYMPOSIUM
COASTAL AND ESTUARINE MORPHODYNAMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS CONFERENCE

NEW ENTRY

TH

Trento – Padova, Italy

Brisbane, Australia

RCEM 2017 aims to strengthen the linkage among the
morphodynamic communities that work on rivers, estuaries
and coasts, focusing on different approaches (observational,
experimental, modelling) and on the potential for their integration.

Hosted by the International RiverFoundation, the International
Riversymposium was first held in Brisbane in 1998 and
provides a platform for river managers, policy developers,
scientists, consultants, NGOs and community organisations to
share knowledge and innovative ideas on all aspects of river
and water management.

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://events.unitn.it/en/rcem17)
email: rcem2017@unitn.it

16 - 17 September 2017
6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION 2017:
Reducing Vulnerability through Adaptation
CCA 2017 is organised by Unique Conferences Canada,
and the International Center for Research & Development
(ICRD). It will be an interactive platform to learn about best
practices in adaptation strategies, and to network with future
collaborators in the climate change domain. Climate change
and water issues will be one of the key topics.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.globalclimate.info/)
email: Prabhath Patabendi (Canada) ppca3000@gmail.com

18 – 21 September 2017
8TH INTERNATIONAL PIANC-SMART RIVERS
CONFERENCE
Pittsburgh, PA, USA
The SMART Rivers Conference is a biennial international
forum bringing together those involved in river transport to
benchmark best practices for inland waterways around the
world. Topics include Smart waterway infrastructure, Smart
environment and climate change, resilience, sustainability,
and extreme weather planning, and others.
Further information is available on the PIANC website:
(http://www.pianc.org/smartrivers.php)
(http://www.pianc.org/downloads/events/PIANC-Smart%20
Rivers%202017%20Call%20for%20Abstracts.pdf)
email: pianc@usace.army.mil
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Toronto, Canada

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://riversymposium.com/) email: irs@riverfoundation.org.au

NEW ENTRY	    NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY	    NEW ENTRY

17 - 20 September 2017

	  NEW ENTRY

14 September 2017

CELTIC SEAS 2050: DEVELOPING
SCENARIOS FOR THE CELTIC SEAS

For further details visit the following websites:
(http://www.cmscoms.com/?p=10982)
(https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/celtic-seas-2050-developingscenarios-for-the-celtic-seas-tickets-35003391085)
(http://www.simcelt.eu/about/project-components/spatialdemands-and-scenarios/)
email: L.McGowan@liverpool.ac.uk or use the contact form
on the Eventbrite website above.

19 - 21 September 2017
THE FUTURE OF WATER MANAGEMENT IN
EUROPE: AN E-CONFERENCE REVIEWING
WFD IMPLEMENTATION

The aim of this MARS Project e-Conference is to gather
constructive and practical suggestions from the scientific
community for the improved monitoring and management
of waters across Europe and ideas for more effective
implementation of the Water Framework Directive (WFD),
scheduled for review in 2019-20.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.globaqua-project.eu/files/
repository/20170619110919_MARS_eConference_FutureofWa
terManagementinEurope_1stCircular.pdf)
email: Ellie Mackay ellcka@ceh.ac.uk

19 - 22 September 2017
INTERNATIONAL WATER INDUSTRY
CONFERENCE 2017: Water Sustainability
Gyeongju, South Korea

NEW ENTR

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://waternexus.net/) email: info@waterindustry.kr

20 September 2017
SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT 2017
London
This CIWEM conference will provide an up to date picture
on the context, scale and impact of surface water flooding,
advances in modelling and the key barriers to delivering SuDS
with innovative case studies and collaborations. Following
on from the National Flood Resilience Review, this event will
examine the best opportunities and next steps to be taken
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

WWT SUSTAINABLE WATER CONFERENCE
AND EXHIBITION 2017
Birmingham
This event is aimed at water professionals tasked with
providing a secure and sustainable supply of water, at an
affordable price, without damaging the environment. It
focuses on ensuring long-term resilience, and is strategically
timed ahead of PR19 and the development of the next round
of Water Resource Management Plans (WRMPs).
For further details visit the WWT website:
(http://events.wwtonline.co.uk/sustainable/)
email: carla.staden@fav-house.com

20 - 22 September 2017
19TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL BIOECON
CONFERENCE: Evidence-Based Environmental
Policies and the Optimal Management of
Natural Resources
Tilburg University, The Netherlands
This conference will provide a platform for the dissemination
of high-quality research on the economics of environmental
protection and biodiversity conservation. It will be of interest
to both researchers and policy makers working on issues in
the area of biodiversity, ecosystem services, and sustainable
development. In particular, it will explore research on the
effectiveness of policy instruments in protecting the planet’s
most valuable resources.
For further details visit the BIOECON website:
(http://www.bioecon-network.org/pages/19th_2017/19th_2017.
html) email: Ms Kristel Suijs bioecon@bioecon-network.org

20 - 23 September 2017
EUROPE-INBO 2017: 15TH ‘EUROPE-INBO
2017’ INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE FOR
THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EUROPEAN
WATER DIRECTIVES
Dublin, Republic of Ireland
This event will include a workshop on ‘Water data management
and electronic reporting’ and four thematic Roundtable on:
WFD upcoming milestones; adaptation to climate change;
public participation; and new threats to aquatic environments.
There will also be a technical visit for coastal and inland waters
in Dublin and surrounding counties.
For further details visit the INBO website:
(http://www.inbo-news.org/inbo/agenda/article/europeinbo-2017) email: secretariat@inbo-news.org

NEW ENTRY        	

This conference is organised by the Advanced Institute of
Water Industry and Daegu Convention Bureau and supported
by IWA. Topics include: innovative technologies for the water
industry; appropriate water/wastewater technologies for
developing countries; green technologies for sustainable
water and wastewater management; water resources and
quality management; and policy and economical assessment
in the water industry.

20 September 2017
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NEW ENTRY

This workshop is part of the SIMCelt project (Supporting
Implementation of Maritime Spatial Planning in the Celtic
Seas) and is organised by the lead partner on communications,
University of Liverpool. This workshop will explore scenarios
of future spatial demand in different maritime sectors offshore wind energy, aquaculture, ports and shipping,
wave and tidal energy and marine conservation. It will bring
together representatives from these sectors across the Celtic
Seas countries (UK, Ireland and France) to explore possible
development scenarios in the Celtic Seas.

Further information is available on the CIWEM
website: (http://www.ciwem.org/events/surface-watermanagement-2017/) email: sophie@ciwem.org

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY     	
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London

by government, developers, critical infrastructure providers
and a wide range of other stakeholders for surface water
management.

	     NEW ENTRY

19 September 2017

21 - 23 September 2017

25 – 28 September 2017

ECOHCC’17: 4 INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ECOHYDROLOGY, SOIL
AND CLIMATE CHANGE

WORLD CANALS CONFERENCE 2017

Figueira da Foz, Portugal
EcoHCC’17 is organised by Polytechnic Institute of Tomar (IPT),
Natural Hazards Research Center (NHRC.ipt). The aim is to bring
together researchers in the areas of climate, meteorology,
extreme events and natural hazards, ecohydrology, hydrology,
environment, soil, and geo-statistics with the aim of sharing
experiences and promoting the integration of these themes as
a multidisciplinary framework.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.ecohcc.ipt.pt/) email: ecohcc@ipt.pt

MY WILD CHILTERNS

College Lake Nature Reserve, Tring,
Buckinghamshire
This event is organised by the Berks, Bucks & Oxon Wildlife
Trust and will engage local communities with BBOWT’s work
and sites and the opportunities they offer. A host of local
organisations and groups will be there, with informative and
interactive displays about their work. It will include a variety
of walks, talks, demonstrations, workshops and activities for
the whole family.

Further information is available on the Inland
Waterways International website: (http://
inlandwaterwaysinternational.org/world-canals-conference/
future-events/) email: info@inlandwaterwaysinternational.org

25 – 29 September 2017
44TH ANNUAL CONGRESS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
HYDROGEOLOGISTS: Groundwater Heritage
and Sustainability
Dubrovnik, Croatia
This Congress is organised by The IAH National Chapter of Croatia.
Topics are: groundwater heritage; groundwater modelling; groundwater
monitoring; groundwater in karst systems; groundwater and dependent
ecosystems; hydropower and geothermal energy; sustainable management
of groundwater resources; and mineral waters and human health.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://iah2017.org/) email: organising@iah2017.org

For further details visit the BBOWT website:
(http://www.bbowt.org.uk/events/2017/09/23/my-wildchilterns?instance=0) email: catherinereynolds@bbowt.org.uk

26 September 2017

24 - 30 September 2017

Pangbourne Village Hall, Pangbourne, Reading

PORTO WATER INNOVATION WEEK
Porto, Portugal
This initiative is organised by Porto City Council, through
Águas do Porto, with support from the European Commission
and the Portuguese Government. It includes three large
events, Mayors & Water, the EIP Water Conference and Water
Innovation Lab. Water & People, which involves a range of
activities that aim to involve the general public in the whole
idea of water and innovation, cuts across all these events. It
includes street entertainment and performing arts and also
Aquaporto – Water Festival 2017.
For further details visit the event website:
(http://www.portowaterinnovationweek.eu/)
email: info@portowaterinnovationweek.eu

25 – 27 September 2017
7 IWA CONFERENCE ON ODOURS AND AIR
EMISSIONS
TH

Warsaw, Poland

NEW ENTRY

This Inland Waterways International conference is co-hosted by
the New York State Canal Corporation, Erie Canalway National
Heritage Corridor, and Visit Syracuse. It celebrates the bicentennial
of groundbreaking for the Erie Canal and the centennial of its still
operating successor – the New York State Barge Canal System.

The odour impact of industrial, farming or municipal management
facilities, including municipal wastewater treatment plants
has been growing significantly. This IWA conference will
give the opportunity to industry specialists, researchers and
professionals to exchange experiences and ideas, and discuss
the main innovations related to air emissions policy and solutions
for odour management.
Further information is available on the conference
website: (https://iwaodours2017.wordpress.com/) email:
iwaodours2017@is.pw.edu.pl

PANG VALLEY FLOOD FORUM MEETING
This is the quarterly meeting of The Pang Valley Flood Forum
which was set up in January 2013 as a joint initiative by West
Berkshire Council, the Environment Agency and Thames Water.
The Forum is run by volunteers working collaboratively to reduce
flood risk throughout the communities in the Pang Valley.
For further details visit the Forum website:
(http://www.floodalleviation.uk/)
email: pangvalleyfloodforum@gmail.com

27 - 28 September 2017
SENSING IN WATER 2017
Nottingham
This is the 4th biennial conference and exhibition of the Sensors
for Water Interest Group (SWIG). It will enable delegates to
stay up to date with water sensor technologies.
Further information is available on the SWIG website:
(http://www.swig.org.uk/events/2017-event/)
email: rosa.richards@swig.org.uk

27 – 28 September 2017
FLOOD EXPO 2017
ExCel, London
This exhibition and conference designed to help flood professionals
and property owners discover the latest innovative products,
services and strategies that transform the way flooding is
predicted, prevented, and managed. It will include debates.
Expert led seminars and live demos on the Thames.
For further details visit the Flood Expo website:
(http://www.thefloodexpo.co.uk/)
email: Please use the ‘Leave a message’ or ‘Get free tickets’
form on the above website.
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017
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23 September 2017

Syracuse, New York, USA

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

TH

EIP WATER CONFERENCE 2017: 4TH
EUROPEAN INNOVATION PARTNERSHIP
FOR WATER CONFERENCE
Porto, Portugal
EIP Water 2017 is part of Porto Water Innovation Week.
The theme is ‘Water Innovation: Bridging Gaps, Creating
Opportunities’. It will consider Innovative solutions to
address major European and global water challenges and will
explore other issues including market opportunities for these
innovations.
For further details visit the Porto Water Innovation Week
website: (http://www.portowaterinnovationweek.eu/eip)
email: info@portowaterinnovationweek.eu

29 September 2017
MAYORS & WATER CONFERENCE 2017

NEW ENTRY

Porto, Portugal
This conference is part of Porto Water Innovation Week.
The main focus will be the launch of the Urban Agenda for
Water 2030. Cities will use this new platform to collaborate on
water issues and promote integrated and sustainable water
management, The platform is designed to help cities find
solutions to their water problems, by creating opportunities
for urban regeneration and involving local communities.
For further details visit the Porto Water Innovation
Week website: (http://www.portowaterinnovationweek.eu/
mayors-water) email: info@portowaterinnovationweek.eu

29 September 2017
BOOSTING RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
IN THE WATER SECTOR: The Impact of EUFunded Actions
This side event of the Porto Water Innovation Week is
organised by the European Commission’s Directorate General
for Research and Innovation and the Executive Agency for
SMEs (EASME), in collaboration with the EIP Water. It will
bring together water-related EU funded actions to discuss
innovation in the water sector and address the different
aspects and challenges in order to maximise impact.

11TH EUROPEAN WASTEWATER
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
Leeds
This 11th EWWM is a leading conference on problems and
solutions for the management and treatment of wastewater.
It will consider all aspects of the wastewater treatment cycle
from the sewer to discharge of final effluent and including the
impacts on receiving watercourses. It provides a forum for
practitioners and researchers to meet and discuss the needs
and interests of the European water industry.
Further information is available on the Aquaenviro or
conference website: (http://www.aquaenviro.co.uk/events/
conferences/european-waste-water-management-conferenceexhibition/) (http://ewwmconference.com/)
email: sarahbrown@aquaenviro.co.uk

4 - 6 October 2017
WATERSMART INNOVATIONS 2017
Las Vegas, USA
This 10th annual WaterSmart Innovations Conference and
Exposition is regarded as a premier urban water efficiency
conference. It will showcase water-efficient products and
services and include technical tours to venues illustrating
Southern Nevada’s commitment to water efficiency.
For further details visit the conference website:
(https://watersmartinnovations.com/)
email: jen@watersmartinnovations.com

4 - 8 October 2017
12TH CONFERENCE ON SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT OF ENERGY, WATER AND
ENVIRONMENT SYSTEMS
Dubrovnik, Croatia
This conference is organised by International Centre for
Sustainable Development of Energy and Water and Environment
Systems (SDEWES) and is dedicated to the improvement
and dissemination of knowledge on methods, policies and
technologies for increasing the sustainability of development.

For further details visit the EASME website:
(https://ec.europa.eu/easme/en/news/boosting-research-andinnovation-water-sector-impact-eu-funded-actions)
email: Giulio.PATTANARO@ec.europa.eu or use the contact
form on the above website.

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.dubrovnik2017.sdewes.org/)
email: sdewes2017@sdewes.org

30 September – 4 October 2017

UNCONFERENCE: CIRCULAR ECONOMY
CHALLENGES

WEFTEC 2017
Chicago, IL, USA
WEFTEC, the Water Environment Federation’s Annual
Technical Exhibition and Conference, provides an exhibition
and technical program giving access to the field’s cuttingedge information, technologies, services, and networking.
For further details visit the WEFTEC website:
(http://www.weftec.org/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

5 October 2017
London
The water industry’s first UNconference is the result of the
ongoing collaboration between British Water, Anglian Water,
and the Water Innovation Network (WIN) and is sponsored
by Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN). This innovative Open
Space Technology based event is an organic approach to solve
complex problems in large groups and will explore the future
path for the water industry in finding sustainable solutions
to fully become a circular economy, creating zero waste and
producing alternative renewable energy.
For further details visit the British Water website:
(http://www.britishwater.co.uk/events/unconference-circulareconomy-challenges-302.aspx)
email: leesha.gohil@britishwater.co.uk
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3 – 4 October 2017

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Porto, Portugal

OCTOBER

NEW ENTRY	     NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY 	

27 – 28 September 2017

9 - 11 October 2017

2 INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
POLLUTION CONTROL AND SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENT

HYDRO 2017: SHAPING THE FUTURE OF
HYDROPOWER

NEW ENTRY

ND

London
This conference is comprised of keynote and speakers sessions
on latest research with discussions that address current issues
in pollution control The theme will be ‘Exploring new horizons
and sustainable technologies for controlling pollution’.
Further information will be made available on the
Conference Series website:
(http://pollutioncontrol.conferenceseries.com/)
email: pollutioncontrol@conferenceseries.net

8 – 14 October 2017
23RD INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE
This congress is organised by the International Commission
for Irrigation and Drainage (ICID). The theme ‘Modernizing
Irrigation and Drainage for a New Green Revolution’ will
address the need to adapt and modernise irrigation and
drainage to enable food production to meet rapidly growing
demand in two main ways: 1) Water productivity: revisiting
the concepts in light of water, energy and food nexus, and 2)
State of knowledge of irrigation techniques and practicalities
within given socio-economic settings.
For further details visit the congress website:
(http://www.icid2017.org/) email: info@icid2017.org

9 – 10 October 2017

Further information will be made available on the
International Journal on Hydropower and Dams
website: (http://www.hydropower-dams.com/hydro-2017.
php?c_id=88) (http://www.hydropower-dams.com/pdfs/
Hydro17.pdf) email: hydro2017@hydropower-dams.com

9 - 11 October 2017
COMMUNITY SCIENCE IN THE NATURAL
WORLD
National Maritime Aquarium, Plymouth
This conference is being organised by the Community Seagrass
Initiative (CSI), a citizen science project which aims to raise
awareness of seagrass habitats in the South West of England.
Hosting a variety of organisations from governmental bodies
to small scale projects, both marine and terrestrial, this
conference aims to bring facilitators together to discuss best
practices of using citizen science, and how it can be used as an
important tool for monitoring and conservation.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.csi-seagrass.co.uk/conference/)
email: csi@national-aquarium.co.uk

10 October 2017

PRIORITIES FOR THE NATIONAL ADAPTION
PROGRAMME AND ADDRESSING CLIMATE
This 1st Water Reuse Europe (WRE) conference will bring CHANGE
Bruges, Belgium

together reuse scheme developers, industry leaders, solution
providers, technology suppliers, policy makers, researchers,
end-users, and consultants to share experiences and
perspectives on the current status of water reuse in Europe.
For further details visit the WRE website:
(http://www.water-reuse.eu/wreconference)
email: info@water-reuse.eu

9 – 11 October 2017
14TH IWA SPECIALIST CONFERENCE
ON WATERSHED AND RIVER BASIN
MANAGEMENT

Skukuza Camp, Kruger National Park, South
Africa

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.rbm2017.com/)
email: rbm2017@savannaskills.co.za

This Westminster Energy, Environment & Transport Forum
Keynote Seminar will assess priorities for UK climate change
adaptation and planning ahead as preparations are put in place
for the publication of the National Adaptation Programme in
2018. It will discuss practicalities of adaptation plans for priority
areas highlighted in Defra’s Climate Change Risk Assessment
Report 2017 - including water supplies, natural capital, health,
food and pests. The agenda includes discussion on creating a
climate resilient water supply and flooding adaptation.
For further details visit the Westminster Forum
Projects website: (http://www.westminsterforumprojects.
co.uk/conferences/westminster-energy-environment-andtransport-forum) (http://www.westminsterforumprojects.
co.uk/forums/agenda/climate-change-policy-17-agenda.pdf)
email: info@forumsupport.co.uk

11 October 2017
ANNUAL WASTEWATER CONFERENCE:
Towards Sustainable Wastewater Treatment
Warrington
This CIWEM North Western and North Wales Branch conference
is supported by United Utilities and held at the United Utilities
Haweswater Conference Centre, Lingley Mere, Warrington.
Further information will be made available on the
CIWEM website: (http://www.ciwem.org/events/annualwastewater-conference/) email: events@ciwem.org
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

NEW ENTRY

This conference will be hosted by the IWA Watershed and
River Basin Management Specialist Group in partnership with
the Water Institute for Southern Africa (WISA) and IWA-South
Africa (IWA-SA). The theme of the conference will be ‘Living
catchments’. It will address cutting edge issues related to
sustainable watershed management, with a special focus on
emerging issues related to climate change.

London

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY	     NEW ENTRY

WRE CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION ON
INNOVATIONS IN WATER REUSE

This conference is organised by the International Journal
on Hydropower and Dams for discussions on all topical
issues relating to hydropower worldwide, with emphasis
on international collaboration: working together in project
planning and implementation to shape the future of world
hydropower development.

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Mexico City, Mexico

Seville, Spain

	  NEW ENTRY    	

5 - 6 October 2017

15 - 20 October 2017

UTILITY WEEK CONGRESS 2017

INTERNATIONAL DESALINATION
ASSOCIATION WORLD CONGRESS 2017:
Water Reuse & Desalination: Ensure Your
Water Future

NEW ENTRY

Birmingham
This event for the water, gas and electricity industries will
enable policy makers, regulators, utilities, investors and the
supply chain to come together to tackle the most pressing
challenges facing the sector. It will offer strategic insight in
line with the latest thinking from Ofgem, Ofwat, Ofcom, DWI,
Defra and more. Day 1 covers regulation and the customer
and Day 2 is concerned with innovation and resilience.
For further details visit the Utility Week website:
(http://events.utilityweek.co.uk/congress/)
email: nicola.gillman@fav-house.com

12 October 2017
WATER UK 18TH ANNUAL LEAKAGE
CONFERENCE
This event brings together delegates from water companies,
regulators, government, manufacturers and the wider supply
chain as a forum for debate and knowledge sharing.
Further information will be made available on the
Water UK website: (http://www.water.org.uk/waterukevents/leakage-conference-2017)
email: Beth Faircliffe bfaircliffe@water.org.uk

12 October 2017
BRITISH WATER 2017 INTERNATIONAL
RECEPTION
Ironmongers’ Hall, London

NEW ENTRY

This evening reception for British Water members and invited
guests is held in collaboration with international partners and
its aim is to help increase the sharing of best practice and
international partnerships by bringing together those involved
in developing and delivering global water projects.
For further details visit the British Water website:
(http://www.britishwater.co.uk/events/british-water-2017international-reception-292.aspx)
email: Leesha.Gohil@britishwater.co.uk

13 October 2017

	          NEW ENTRY

BRITISH WATER INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE 2017

This IDA World Congress for the global water reuse and
desalination community offers delegates an opportunity to
expand their knowledge of current and emerging desalination and
water reuse technologies. It will bring together leading experts
from government, academia, and industry to share knowledge,
experiences and views; and provide opportunities for crosscollaboration between these sectors to resolve the challenges of
desalination and advance its adoption around the world.
For further details visit the Congress website:
(http://wc.idadesal.org/) email: info@idadesal.org

16 - 17 October 2017
3RD WORLD CONGRESS ON CLIMATE
CHANGE AND GLOBAL WARMING
Dubai, UAE
The aim of this conference is to bring together leading scientists
from the field of climate change, global warming, meteorology,
environmental sciences, GIS & remote sensing, and geological
sciences. The theme is ‘Earth is getting Warmer! Challenges
and Solutions for a Sustainable Environment’.
Further information will be made available on the
Conference Series website:
(http://climatechange.conferenceseries.com/asiapacific/)
email: globalwarming@geologyseries.com

17 - 20 October 2017
15TH IWA INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
ANAEROBIC DIGESTION
Beijing, China
This event is part of the IWA Anaerobic Digestion Specialist
Group conference series, which are conceived as an
international forum discussing state-of-art anaerobic
bioprocesses. It will target the most promising technologies
that could significantly boost the development of AD globally.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://ad15.medmeeting.org/en)
email: AD_china2017@163.com

Ironmongers’ Hall, London

18 October 2017

This conference will provide an update on global water and
wastewater opportunities. Speakers from a wide range of
companies and organisations will present municipal and
industrial projects and be available for business-to-business
meetings hosted by the European Enterprise Network.

NORTH WESSEX DOWNS AONB ANNUAL
FORUM

For further details visit the British Water website:
(http://www.britishwater.co.uk/events/british-waterinternational-conference-2017-310.aspx)
email: Leesha.Gohil@britishwater.co.uk
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Uffington Memorial Hall, Uffington, Oxfordshire
The theme for this year’s annual forum is ‘The Great Outdoors’
and will be run together with the Ridgeway Partnership. The
day will include talks, discussion and field visits.
For further details visit the North Wessex Downs
AONB website:
(http://www.northwessexdowns.org.uk/news-events/aonbevents.html)
(http://www.northwessexdowns.org.uk/news/146/318/
Forum2017.htm)
email: info@northwessexdowns.org.uk
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NEW ENTRY

Birmingham

São Paulo, Brazil

NEW ENTRY      	

11 - 12 October 2017

19 October 2017

25 October 2017

FLOOD MODELLER SUITE 2017

IAH: AFRICA, GROUNDWATER AND THE
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

Flood Modeller Suite 2017, CH2M’s annual user conference,
provides an opportunity for new and existing users of Flood
Modeller Suite (which includes Flood Modeller Pro, Flood
Modeller Free, Flood Viewer and Flood Cloud) to find out more
about the software.
For further details visit the Flood Modeller or
Eventbrite website: (https://www.floodmodeller.com/news/
articles/2017/1/call-for-papers-flood-modeller-suite-2017)
(https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/flood-modeller-suite-2017tickets-31450184348)
email: softwaresales@ch2m.com

19 - 21 October 2017
3RD WORLD CONFERENCE ON CLIMATE
CHANGE
This conference is comprised of keynote and speakers sessions
on latest research with discussions that address current issues
in climate change. The theme will be ‘Today’s progress and
tomorrow’s climate challenges’.
Further information will be made available on the
Conference Series website:
(http://climatechange.conferenceseries.com/)
email: climatechange@conferenceseries.net

22 – 26 October 2017
INTERNATIONAL IWA CONFERENCE ON
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL
WATER AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT
SYSTEMS
This conference aims to disseminate knowledge and expertise
on innovative systems, technologies and processes which
are/can be applied at small and decentralized regions for the
management of water and wastewater.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://s2small2017.org/) email: secretary@s2small2017.org

23 - 25 October 2017
WATER AND CLIMATE: MEETING OF THE
GREAT RIVERS OF THE WORLD
This Italian Ministry for Environment, Land and Sea international
summit is held in partnership with the International Network of
Basin Organizations (INBO, Secretariat of the Global Alliances
for Water and Climate - GAfWaC) and Aquamadre. The event
is designed as a milestone in the preparation of COP23 (Bonn,
6-17 November 2017) and of the World Water Forum (Brasilia,
18-23 march 2018). The focus will be on addressing the impacts
of climate change on water resources, and their dramatic
consequences (floods, drought, degradation of ecosystems, etc.).
For further details visit the INBO or conference
website: (http://www.inbo-news.org/inbo/agenda/article/
water-and-climate-meeting-of-the-4879) (http://www.
minambiente.it/water-and-climate-summit/)
email: info.waterclimatesummit@minambiente.it

25 - 27 October 2017
CHALLENGE OF SCIENCE LEADERSHIP
COURSE

Scottish Association for Marine Science, Oban,
Scotland
This course is run by the Barefoot Thinking Company and is
delivered in conjunction with academic partner, Plymouth
University Marine Institute. It aims to provide scientists,
academics and professionals working in the environment and
sustainability sectors with a toolkit to help them lead and
facilitate effective innovation, communication and collaboration.
For further details visit the course website:
(http://www.scienceleadership.co.uk/index.html)
email: info@scienceleadership.co.uk

27 October 2017
1ST ANNUAL DŴR UISCE CONFERENCE:
Sustainability in Energy & Water Resources:
Research & Practice
Bangor University, Bangor, Wales
“Dŵr Uisce” is a water-energy nexus project at Trinity College
Dublin (TCD) and Bangor University (UK). This first conference
aims to address the challenges we face in our communities
- energy poverty, finite resources and climate change. The
event will include guest speakers on technical, social and
governance perspectives on the importance of valuing our
water and energy resources, and discuss how we can ensure
water and energy security in the future.
For further details visit the Dŵr Uisce website:
(https://www.dwr-uisce.eu/dwr-uisce-conference-2017/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

30 October – 3 November 2017
AMSTERDAM INTERNATIONAL WATER
WEEK: Water . . . and 9 Million People
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Amsterdam International Water Week is the platform bringing
together leaders from government, the private sector,
academics and society all over the world; together we will
explore a new era of Sustainable Development Goals that
represent a global process of resiliency, optimal resource
efficiency and transition to circular economies. AIWW 2017
has identified the four main water challenges facing the cities
and industries of tomorrow: water efficiency and value;
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Rome, Italy

For further details visit the IAH or Geological Society
website: (http://www.iah-british.org/ineson-lecture-2017/)
(https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/IAH-Hydro-Africa-Groundwaterand-the-Sustainable-Development-Goals)
email: Brighid Ó Dochartaigh beod@bgs.ac.uk

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Nantes, France

This joint meeting of the International Association of
Hydrogeologists (IAH) and the Hydrogeological Group of the
Geological Society will address a range of groundwater and
development issues in Africa. The 2017 Ineson Lecture will
be presented by Dr Callist Tindimugaya, Ministry of Water
and Environment, Uganda, and IAH Vice President for Sub
Saharan Africa.

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Rome, Italy

Burlington House, London

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Geological Society, London

NEW ENTRY

Further information will be made available on the
International Water Week website: (http://internationalwaterweek.
com/) email: info@iwwamsterdam.com

2 November 2017

31 October 2017

WWT DRINKING WATER QUALITY CONFERENCE:
Improving Water Quality from Source to Tap
Birmingham

This 2nd WWT Drinking Water Quality Conference is held in
WORKING WITH NATURAL PROCESSES:
association with NWG Living Water. It will showcase scientific
The Evidence Behind Natural Flood Management

London
This CIWEM conference will launch the Environment Agency’s
‘Working with Natural Processes Evidence Base’ which
has been developed to help flood and coastal erosion risk
management (FCERM) authorities understand, justify, develop
and implement FCERM schemes with WWNP to reduce flood
risk. It will also include presentations from a range of existing
projects that have successfully implemented NFM measures
on the ground, through effective partnerships, whilst drawing
on a range of funding streams. There will be a further event
on 6th December in Leeds.
Further information will be made available on the
CIWEM website: (http://www.ciwem.org/events/workingwith-natural-processes-the-evidence-behind-natural-floodmanagement-london/) email: events@ciwem.org

31 October – 1 November 2017
FLOODEX EUROPE 2017
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

research, treatment techniques, and management solutions.
Sessions include: policy, regulation and the role of collaboration;
innovation in drinking water quality; incident management and
customer-side risk. There will be breakout groups for: stakeholder
engagement & catchment management; and improving the
technical elements of drinking water treatment.
For further details visit the WWT website:
(http://events.wwtonline.co.uk/drinking/conference-overview/)
email: carla.staden@fav-house.com

6 - 7 November 2017
13TH EWA BRUSSELS CONFERENCE: RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE EU WATER POLICY
Brussels, Belgium
The 13th EWA Brussels Conference will deal with the latest
update on EU Water policy. In session 1 the achievements
and challenges of the Water Framework Directive will be
presented. On day two, the topic Water as a Resource will
be covered in Session two, and water as an interdisciplinary
challenge will be discussed in Session three.

Floodex Europe takes place alongside Aquatech Amsterdam
2017 and is part of Amsterdam International Water Week.
The exhibition provides a platform for the latest trends and
developments in flood defence, water level management,
prevention, mitigation and drainage.

Further information will be made available on the
EWA website: (http://www.ewa-online.eu/calendar-detail/
events/13-ewa-brussels.html) email: info@ewa-online.eu

Further information will be made available on the
Floodex website:
(http://www.floodexworld.com/) email: registration@rai.nl

COP23: UN CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE NOVEMBER 2017

31 October – 3 November 2017
AQUATECH AMSTERDAM 2017
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Aquatech Amsterdam is part of the International Water Week
and is a leading trade exhibition for process, drinking and
waste water. It will include seminars, conferences, training
and excursions.
Further information will be made available on the
Aquatech website: (http://www.aquatechtrade.com/
amsterdam/) email: iww@rai.nl

31 October – 4 November 2017
MEDCOAST 17: 13TH MEDCOAST CONGRESS
ON COASTAL AND MARINE SCIENCES,
ENGINEERING, MANAGEMENT &
CONSERVATION
Mellieha, Malta
This biennial congress will provide opportunities for discussing
topics in the fields of Integrated Maritime Policy (IMP),
Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) and Integrated Coastal
Zone Management (ICZM), giving special emphasis to the
Mediterranean, Black and Caspian seas.
For further details visit the congress website:
(htttps://conference.medcoast.net)
email: medcoast2017@medcoast.net
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

6 - 17 November 2017
Bonn, Germany
COP23 is the informal name for the 23rd Conference of the
Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). Fiji is presiding over COP23 and
Fiji’s vision is for a Presidency that is transparent and inclusive
of all, advances the Paris Agreement and accelerates climate
action for vulnerable societies, especially for all small island
developing states.
For further details visit the UNFCCC or COP23 website:
(http://unfccc.int/meetings/bonn_nov_2017/meeting/10084.
php) (https://cop23.com.fj/) email: secretariat@unfccc.int
or info@cop23.com.fj

7 – 10 November 2017
SUSTAINABLE WASTEWATER TREATMENT
AND RESOURCE RECOVERY: Research,
Planning, Design and Operations
Chongqing, China
NNR-LWWTP 2017 is organised by IWA and Chongqing University.
It will be an international meeting point for scientists, engineers,
and managers, providing an opportunity to review and assess
research and management practices on nutrient removal, aimed
at improving natural dynamic processes and pollution control, in
particular planning, operation, performance, and economics of
wastewater treatment.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (www.nrr-lwwtp2017.com)
email: secretary@nrr-lwwtp2017.com

NEW ENTRY
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 	           NEW ENTRY	             NEW ENTRY	      NEW ENTRY

water management and resilience; institutional transition and
governance; and innovative water system implementations.

EWA SEMINAR ON EU WATER POLICY

NEW ENTRY

Brussels, Belgium
The European Water Association Water Policy Seminar follows
the 13th EWA Brussels Conference and provides an overview
on EU institutions and a summary of water-related policy and
legislation.

8 – 10 November 2017

New Delhi, India

The CIWEM UDG Autumn Conference will again take place at
the Hilton Hotel, Blackpool.

NEW ENTRY

9 - 10 November 2017
XI WORLD AQUA CONGRESS 2017:
WATER AND ENVIRONMENT SOLUTIONS:
CUTTING ACROSS BORDERS

Blackpool

Further information will be made available on the
CIWEM website: (http://www.ciwem.org/events/urbandrainage-group-autumn-conference-and-exhibition-2017/)
email: udg.conference@gmail.com

8 – 10 November 2017
VIETWATER 2017
Siagon, Vietnam
VietWater 2017, part of Water & Wastewater Industry
Show series organised by UBM Asia, is Vietnam’s leading
international water supply, sanitation, water resources and
purification event. It will showcase innovations, technologies,
products, equipment and services and will include technical
seminars and conferences.
Further information will be made available on the
exhibition website: (http://www.vietwater.com/en-us/)
email: vicky.vu@ubm.com

NEW ENTRY

For further details visit the CIWEM website:
(http://www.ciwem.org/events/climate-change-and-eia-thenew-relationship-and-case-studies/)
email: events@ciwem.org

Further information will be made available on the
EWA website: (http://www.ewa-online.eu/calendar-detail/
events/13-ewa-brussels.html) email: info@ewa-online.eu

CIWEM URBAN DRAINAGE GROUP AUTUMN
CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION 2017

9 November 2017
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION UK ANNUAL
CONFERENCE 2017: THE FUTURE OF THE
UK ENVIRONMENT: Delivering Health and
Wellbeing over the Next 25 Years
Aston University, Birmingham
The EPUK annual conference 2017 will include keynote talks and
expert presentations in the sessions for each of the main EPUK
topics, air quality, land quality and noise. The EPUK President,
Lord Whitty will give the Opening Address on how we might
deliver a better environment in the current political climate,
with improvements in health and wellbeing for all of the UK.
For further details visit the EPUK website:
(http://www.environmental-protection.org.uk/events/epukevents/autumn-conference-2017/)
email: secretariat@environmental-protection.org.uk or use
the contact form on the above website.

9 November 2017
CLIMATE CHANGE AND EIA: THE NEW
RELATIONSHIP AND CASE STUDIES
CIWEM, Farringdon, London
The aim of this CIWEM seminar is to provide an overview and
evaluation of the amendment to the Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA) process six months after its introduction.
The event will examine the state of adaptation and resilience
in the UK and the effectiveness of EIA in driving positive

This congress is organised by the World Aqua Foundation
and aims to bring together policy makers, administrators,
academicians, scientists, researchers and industry to
exchange and share their experiences, innovations, and ideas
about all aspects of Water & Environment.
For further details visit the congress website:
(http://worldaquacongress.org/index.aspx)
email: wac@worldaquacongress.org

12 - 16 November 2017
AWWA WATER QUALITY TECHNOLOGY
CONFERENCE 2017
Portland, Oregon, USA
This American Water Works Association conference aims to
provide a practical forum for a wide range of water professionals
to exchange the latest research and information.
Further information will be made available on the
AWWA website: (http://www.awwa.org/conferenceseducation/conferences/water-quality-technology.aspx)
email: service@awwa.org or use the contact form on the
above website.

12 - 16 November 2017
INTERNATIONAL WATER CONFERENCE
Orlando, Florida, USA
The IWC is organised by the Engineers’ Society of Western
Pennsylvania and is dedicated to advancing new developments
in the treatment, use and reuse of water for industrial and
other engineering purposes.
Further information will be made available on the
ESWP website: (https://eswp.com/water/overview/)
email: eswp@eswp.com

13 – 16 November 2017
IWA WATER AND DEVELOPMENT CONGRESS
& EXHIBITION 2017
Buenos Aires, Argentina
The IWA WDCE2017 brings together practitioners, utility
managers, government officials, NGO representatives, technology
providers, and consultants. It will focus on: political & social
engagement in water issues; capacity building of water operators
and professionals in the region; Argentina National Water Plan;
regional preparation and contribution towards 2018 World Water
Forum; and climate change adaptation in the region.
Further information will be made available on the
AWWA website: (http://www.iwa-network.org/news/
save-the-date-iwa-water-and-development-congressexhibition-2017/) email: keith.robertson@iwahq.org or
info@iwa-exhibitions.com
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NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY      	

change before sharing best practice on its consideration using
case studies from the UK and EU.

NEW ENTRY	             NEW ENTRY         	    NEW ENTRY   	

8 November 2017

21 - 22 November 2017

INTRODUCTION TO THE UK WATER
INDUSTRY COURSE

WATER 2017: The UK’s Premier Water
Conference

Coventry

London

This course is sponsored by the Institute of Water and Panton
McLeod and provides an overview of the water and wastewater
industry in the UK. It provides sector an understanding of all
aspects of the water cycle, and the management and delivery
of this essential service.

This 10th Marketforce Water Conference will bring together
senior executives from companies and regulators to address
critical questions for the future profitability of the sector. Topics
will include customer experience, infrastructure planning, the
retail market and flood prevention.

For further details visit the Institute of Water website:
(https://www.instituteofwater.org.uk/events-info/580/)
email: Ceris.vandevyver@pantonmcleod.co.uk

For further details visit the Marketforce website:
(http://www.marketforce.eu.com/events/water/water-2017)
email: enquiries@marketforce.eu.com

14 – 16 November 2017

22 November 2017

NEW ENTRY

Rotterdam, The Netherlands
This conference is hosted by The Hydrographic Society
Benelux (HSB). It will be held on SS Rotterdam, moored on
the South bank of the Port of Rotterdam. Hydro17’s theme
‘Connecting 4D Future’ aims to stretch our connection in
space & time to disciplines relevant for Hydrography. It aims
to provide insights, creative ideas and inspiration on how to
cope with present hydrographic challenges and prepare us for
a more sustainable future.
For further details visit the Hydro17 website:
(https://hydro17.com/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

19 – 24 November 2017
5TH BIENNIAL SYMPOSIUM OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR RIVER SCIENCE
NEW ENTRY

Hamilton, New Zealand
The 5th ISRS Symposium is being hosted by the University
of Waikato in Hamilton, New Zealand, in collaboration with
the Waikato River Authority (WRA) and the New Zealand
Freshwater Sciences Society (NZFSS). It will provide a
forum for sharing scientific and environmental knowledge
underpinning management of rivers for multiple goals. The
conference theme is ‘integrating multiple values’.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://isrs2017.com/)
email: lea@on-cue.co.nz

20 - 21 November 2017
EUROPEAN BIOSOLIDS & ORGANIC
RESOURCES CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
This technical sludge event, organised by Aquaenviro,
provides practitioners with an update on legislatory changes;
new technologies; best practice and site-experiences with
existing technologies and an insight into relevant research
in the science and engineering of biosolids and organic
resources. Topical issues include: Water 2020, BREXIT, BREF,
PR19, maximising energy production and new and innovative
approaches to biosolids and organic resource management.
Further information will be made available on the Aqua
Enviro or conference website:
(http://www.aquaenviro.co.uk/events/conferences/biosolidsorganic-resources-conference/) (http://european-biosolids.
com/) email: clarehunter@aquaenviro.co.uk
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

University of Bath, Bath
This Sensors for Water Interest Group (SWIG) Innovation
workshop is designed to bring together academic research
groups and interested companies to identify potential
technologies, collaboration, and exploitation opportunities in
the area of sensor technologies developed for use in water.
For further details visit the SWIG website:
(http://www.swig.org.uk/event/innovation-brokerageworkshop/) email: rosa.richards@swig.org.uk

28 - 29 November 2017
MARITIME SPATIAL PLANNING:
TRANSBOUNDARY COOPERATION IN THE
CELTIC SEAS
Liverpool
This SIMCelt project closing conference is aimed at
stakeholders, practitioners, researchers and anyone involved
in Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) in the Celtic Seas and
beyond. It will featuring interactive workshops and sessions
on topics including results from the SIMCelt project and
insights from other initiatives
For further details visit the SIMCelt website:
(http://www.simcelt.eu/events/project-closing-event/)
(https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/maritime-spatialplanning-transboundary-cooperation-in-the-celtic-seastickets-34418148609)
email: Charlotte Billingham cbilling@liv.ac.uk

30 November 2017
WWT 6TH ANNUAL WATER INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION CONFERENCE:
Driving Innovative Solutions in the Water
Sector
Birmingham
This conference will provide attendees with the opportunity
to hear how their peers are utilising game-changing
technologies such as desalination, gasification and drones,
and implementing innovative business strategies, with case
studies and practical examples from across the sector.
For further details visit the WWT website:
(http://events.wwtonline.co.uk/innovation/)
email: rachael.cannon@fav-house.com

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Royal Armouries, Leeds

SWIG INNOVATION BROKERAGE WORKSHOP
NEW ENTRY         	
NEW ENTRY             	

HYDRO17: 25 INTERNATIONAL
HYDROGRAPHIC CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
OF THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF
HYDROGRAPHIC SOCIETIES (IFHS)
TH

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY  	

14 – 15 November 2017

NEW ENTRY

6 December 2017
WORKING WITH NATURAL PROCESSES:
The Evidence Behind Natural Flood Management
Leeds
This CIWEM conference will launch the Environment Agency’s
‘Working with Natural Processes Evidence Base’ which
has been developed to help flood and coastal erosion risk
management (FCERM) authorities understand, justify, develop
and implement FCERM schemes with WWNP to reduce flood
risk. It will also include presentations from a range of existing
projects that have successfully implemented NFM measures
on the ground, through effective partnerships, whilst drawing
on a range of funding streams.

NEW ENTRY

Further information will be made available on the
CIWEM website: (http://www.ciwem.org/events/workingwith-natural-processes-the-evidence-behind-natural-floodmanagement-leeds/) email: events@ciwem.org

7 December 2017
6TH ANNUAL WWT WATER SCOTLAND
CONFERENCE & EXHIBITION
Glasgow
This conference and exhibition will provide delegates with the
opportunity to gain insight into the future development plans of
Scottish Water, reflect on SR19 and hear the latest innovation
case studies to benefit business. It is dedicated to the evolving
needs of the Scottish water sector, bringing together more than
150 key stakeholders to share insights on a diverse array of
water challenges including; innovation, resilience, the customer,
asset management and capital delivery.

NEW ENTRY

Further information will be made available on the WWT
website: (http://events.wwtonline.co.uk/scotland/)
email: rachael.cannon@fav-house.com

10 – 13 December 2017
8 INTERNATIONAL YOUNG WATER
PROFESSIONALS CONFERENCE: Building
Leaders & Making Impact
TH

Cape Town, South Africa
This 8th IYWPC is arranged by the IWA in partnership with
the Water Institute of Southern Africa (WISA) and the South
African Young Water Professionals (YWP-ZA). It will include
research presentations, skills development workshops, a
“meet your employer” style Career Fair, and technical tours
and will aim to challenge and equip Young Water Professionals
to address the challenges faced in the water sector.

NEW ENTRY

11 – 14 December 2017
BRITISH ECOLOGICAL SOCIETY ANNUAL
MEETING 2017
Ghent, Belgium
The BES annual meeting includes a programme of plenary
speakers, workshops and thematic topics covering a wide
range of disciplines.
For further details visit the BES website:
(http://www.britishecologicalsociety.org/events/annualmeeting-2017/) email: hello@britishecologicalsociety.org

ICES 2017: 19TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
Dubai, UAE
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
Ecological Sustainability.
Further information will be made available on
the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2017/12/dubai/ICES) email: info@waset.org

2018
JANUARY
3 – 5 January 2018
CHALLENGE OF SCIENCE LEADERSHIP
COURSE

The Marine Station, Plymouth University,
Coxside, Plymouth
This course is run by the Barefoot Thinking Company and
is delivered in conjunction with academic partner, Plymouth
University Marine Institute. It aims to provide scientists,
academics and professionals working in the environment
and sustainability sectors with a toolkit to help them lead
and facilitate effective innovation, communication and
collaboration.
For further details visit the course website:
(http://www.scienceleadership.co.uk/index.html)
email: info@scienceleadership.co.uk

15 – 18 January 2018
INTERNATIONAL WATER SUMMIT 2018
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
This conference is part of Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week 2018.
It is a global platform for promoting water sustainability in arid
regions and will focus on energy efficiency within the water
cycle, major technological innovations, the major planned
projects, energy-efficient desalination, reducing water loss
and much more.
Further information will be made available on the summit
website: (http://www.internationalwatersummit.com/#/)
email: naji.haddad@reedexpo.ae

17 January 2018
6TH UTILITY WEEK WATER CUSTOMER
CONFERENCE 2018
Birmingham
This conference is a dedicated event for domestic and nonhousehold customer professionals in the UK water sector,
providing tools to improve customer service and engagement.
It will include an update on the vision for PR19.
Further information will be made available on the
Utility Week website:
(http://events.utilityweek.co.uk/water/)
email: rachael.cannon@fav-house.com
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NEW ENTRY   	

Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://iwaywpconference.org/
conference/) email: IWAYWPconference@iwahq.org

24 – 25 December 2017

	  NEW ENTRY    	        NEW ENTRY	     NEW ENTRY    	

DECEMBER

17 – 18 January 2018
NEW ENTRY		

Royal Geographic Society, London
This will be the 25th anniversary of Coastal Futures which has
become a key event for the marine and coastal community. It
provides discussions on important developments and concerns
in coastal and marine environments.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://coastal-futures.net/)
email: bob.earll@coastms.co.uk

18 – 20 January 2018
ICEBE 2018: 4TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ENVIRONMENT AND BIOENGINEERING

Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://www.icebe.org/)
email: icebe@cbees.net

23 January 2018
PANG VALLEY FLOOD FORUM MEETING
Pangbourne Village Hall, Pangbourne, Reading
This is the quarterly meeting of The Pang Valley Flood Forum
which was set up in January 2013 as a joint initiative by West
Berkshire Council, the Environment Agency and Thames Water.
The Forum is run by volunteers working collaboratively to reduce
flood risk throughout the communities in the Pang Valley.
For further details visit the Forum website:
(http://www.floodalleviation.uk/)
email: pangvalleyfloodforum@gmail.com

31 January 2018
SWIG WATER & HEALTH WORKSHOP
Bristol
This Sensors for Water Interest Group (SWIG) workshop held
jointly with the Electroanalytical Sensing Systems Group of
the Royal Society of Chemistry. It will have a keynote talk
from Public Health England giving an overview of waterborne
disease followed by presentations from companies and
researchers showcasing the latest devices and sensor
technologies that are able to rapidly detect microbiological
and chemical contaminants.

FEBRUARY
12 - 15 February 2018
SNOWHYDRO 2018: INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON SNOW HYDROLOGY
University of Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
This conference is organized by the Professorship of Hydrology
and Climatology at the Department of Geography, Heidelberg
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

London
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
sustainable water resources management.
Further information will be made available on
the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2018/02/london/ICSWRM) email: info@waset.org

15 - 16 February 2018
ICWRSD 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER RESOURCES
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
London
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
Water Resources Sustainable Development.
Further information will be made available on
the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2018/02/london/ICWRSD)
email: info@waset.org

16 – 19 February 2018
STIWM 2018: INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON SUSTAINABLE TECHNOLOGIES FOR
INTELLIGENT WATER MANAGEMENT 2018
Roorkee, India
This conference is organised by Department of Water Resources
Development and Management - Indian Institute of Technology,
Roorkee and Indian Water Resources Society (IWRS). It will
provide an opportunity to policy makers, academicians,
researchers, and students to share their experiences and
knowledge by the presentation of fundamental/applied scientific
advances made in the field of water resources engineering and
management for sustainable development.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.iwrs.org.in/stiwm/) email: secretaryiwrs@gmail.com

NEW ENTRY

For further details visit the SWIG website:
(http://www.swig.org.uk/event/water-health-workshop/)
email: info@swig.org.uk or use the contact form on the
above website.

ICSWRM 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON SUSTAINABLE WATER
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

NEW ENTRY         	

	     NEW ENTRY

ICEBE 2018 aims to provide a platform for researchers,
engineers, academicians as well as industrial professionals
from all over the world to present their research results and
development activities in environment and bio-engineering.

15 – 16 February 2018

NEW ENTRY    	

NEW ENTRY	       NEW ENTRY

Tokyo, Japan

Further information will be made available on the
University of Heidelberg website:
(http://www.geog.uni-heidelberg.de/hydro/snow2018.html)
email: snowhydro18@uni-heidelberg.de

NEW ENTRY       	

COASTAL FUTURES 2018

University. It aims to present recent research findings in all
areas of snow hydrology, to facilitate scientific discussions and
to provide opportunities for collaboration and cooperation.
On 15 February 2018 there will be an excursion to the Black
Forest (snow cover development, snow monitoring, winter
tourism, National ParK etc.).

ICWMM: 51ST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON WATER MANAGEMENT MODELING
Toronto, Canada
ICWMM is organised by Computational Hydraulics International
(CHI). It brings together professionals from around the
world to exchange ideas on current practices and emerging
technologies in water management. Emphasis is on state-ofthe-art computer modeling for resolving water quantity and
quality problems in stormwater, wastewater, watershed and
water distribution systems.
For further details visit the conference website:
(https://www.icwmm.org/) email: info@chiwater.com

MARCH
8 March 2018
WATER QUALITY: THE CHALLENGE OF
DISTRIBUTING WATER VIA AGEING PIPES

This Aqua Enviro conference will consider the challenges to
network operators of maintaining such high levels of service
as water passes through ageing infrastructure and pipework.
Further information will be made available on the Aqua
Enviro website: (http://www.aquaenviro.co.uk/events/
conferences/water-quality-challenge-distributing-water-viaageing-pipes/) email: clarehunter@aquaenviro.co.uk

18 – 21 March 2018
IWA BIOFILMS: GRANULAR SLUDGE
CONFERENCE 2018
Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands

For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.granularsludgeconference.org/)
email: Mrs. Miranda Verhulst gsc-tnw@tudelft.nl

18 – 23 March 2018
8TH WORLD WATER FORUM
Brasilia, Brazil

Further information will be made available on
the World Water Forum website: (http://www.
worldwaterforum8.org/) email: esecretariat@adasa.df.gov.br
or use the contact form on the above website.

20 - 21 March 2018
THE FUTURE OF UTILITIES: The UK’s Leading
Energy & Water Summit
London
This Marketforce conference will provide an opportunity to
bring together leaders from across sectors to discuss new
ideas, key issues and major changes that utilities are facing in

FLOOD & COAST 2018
Telford, Shropshire
This conference and exhibition is led by the Environment Agency
and organised by Trio (Events) Ltd. It attracts key stakeholders
from the flood and coastal erosion risk management (FCRM)
community to exchange a broad range of perspectives on
innovation and best practices.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (http://www.floodandcoast.com)
email: info@floodandcoast.com

22 March 2018
WORLD WATER DAY 2018
World Water Day is held annually on 22 March as a means of
focusing attention on the importance of freshwater and advocating
for the sustainable management of freshwater resources. The
theme for 2018 is ‘Nature-based Solutions for Water’.
Further information will be made available on the UN
Water website: (http://www.unwater.org/campaigns/worldwater-day/en/) email: unwater@un.org

23 – 24 March 2018
ICAIWM 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ADAPTIVE AND
INTEGRATIVE WATER MANAGEMENT
Prague, Czech Republic
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
adaptive and integrative water management.
Further information will be made available
on the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2018/03/prague/ICAIWM/home)
email: info@waset.org

APRIL
10 – 12 April 2018
ASIAWATER 2018
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
ASIAWATER is a platform that brings together the central
government, industry, and the consumers to exchange ideas
and experiences and obtain the latest technological advances
in water supply, wastewater treatment and sanitation. The
conference programme is designed to help participants find
solutions to a variety of industry issues.
Further information will be made available on the
ASIAWATER website: (http://www.asiawater.org/)
email: asiawater-my@ubm.com
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

The 8th World Water Forum is organised by the World Water
Council and will gather the experts, managers and organisations
involved water issues all over the world. The online consultation
will be open from February 2017as an open platform for
collaborating and influencing the Forum’s discussions.

20 – 22 March 2018

NEW ENTRY

Granular sludge offers a way to efficiently retain biomass and
to intensify biological wastewater treatment processes. This
conference aims to critically discuss the state-of-the-art of
granular sludge and to anticipate future developments.

Further information will be made available on the
Marketforce website: (http://www.marketforce.eu.com/
events/utilities-conference/future-of-utilities)
email: enquiries@marketforce.eu.com

NEW ENTRY

Birmingham

a fast changing world. Speakers from the water sector include
Heide Mottram OBE, CEO Northumbrian Water and Cathryn
Ross, Chief Executive Ofwat.

NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY      	           NEW ENTRY         	
NEW ENTRY         	

28 February – 1 March 2018

NEXUS: WATER, FOOD, ENERGY AND CLIMATE

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, USA

This is the second Nexus Conference organised by The Water
Institute at the University of North Carolina. The conference
brings together scientists, academics, practitioners, and other
stakeholders to focus on how the nexus approach can be used
on local and international levels. It will include reviews of the
implementation of the relevant SDGs that address nexus issues.
Further information will be made available on the
UNC website: (http://waterinstitute.unc.edu/conferences/
nexus-2018/) email: waterinstitute@unc.edu

17 – 18 April 2018

NEW ENTRY

Manchester
The annual TWENTY65 conference provides an opportunity
for researchers, practitioners, water companies, technology
developers, policy makers and regulators to network and
learn together to help pave the way for a future that delivers
sustainable clean water for all.

Blida, Algeria
This Conference is organised under the UNESCO’s FRIEND
WATER program, within the International Hydrological
Program. It will focus special attention to strategies for the
sound management, rational use and protection of water
resources, based on technical and scientific tools.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://friend2018.ensh.dz/index.html)
email: friend2018.blida@ensh.dz

7 - 9 May 2018
WATER LOSS 2018
Cape Town, South Africa
This biennial Water Loss conference and exhibition will be
hosted by the IWA Water Loss Specialist Group, together with
City Of Cape Town. It will discuss the latest developments,
strategies, techniques and applications of international best
practices in Non-Revenue Water Management.
Further information will be made available on the
event website:
(https://www.eiseverywhere.com/ehome/251759&internal=1)
email: Kgomotso Molefi info@waterloss2018.com

19 – 20 April 2018

8 – 10 May 2018

ICWRRED 2018: 20 INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER RESOURCES AND
RENEWABLE ENERGY DEVELOPMENT
Boston, USA

NEW ENTRY

FRIEND 2018: INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON AFRICAN LARGE RIVER
BASIN HYDROLOGY

Further information will be made available on the
Twenty65 website: (https://twenty65.ac.uk/annualconference) email: twenty65@sheffield.ac.uk

TH

This conference is organised by the World Academy of Science,
Engineering and Technology to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and
share their experiences and research results. It provides an
interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most recent innovations,
trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered
and solutions adopted in the fields of water resources and
renewable energy development.
Further information will be made available on
the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2018/04/boston/ICWRRED) email: info@waset.org

21 April 2018
	      NEW ENTRY

6 – 9 May 2018

WORLD FISH MIGRATION DAY 2018
The World Fish Migration Day (WFMD) is a one day globallocal event to create awareness on the importance of open
rivers and migratory fish. It is coordinated by the World Fish
Migration Foundation.
For further details visit the WFMD website:
(http://www.worldfishmigrationday.com/)
email: info@fishmigration.org

RSHS’18: REMOTE SENSING & HYDROLOGY
SYMPOSIUM (ICRS-IAHS)

Andalusian Institute for Earth System
Research (IISTA), University of Cordoba, Spain
RSHS’18 is a meeting point for researchers from both the
hydrology and remote sensing communities, and brings together
their joint experience in Earth Observation for developing
innovative and environmentally-sustainable water resources
and basin management. The theme is ‘Earth Observation for
Integrated Water and Basin Management: New possibilities and
challenges for adaptation to a changing environment’.
For further details visit the IAHS website:
(http://iahs.info/uploads/Meetings/RSHS18.pdf)
email: Prof. María J. Polo mjpolo@uco.es

11 – 12 May 2018
ICWM 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER MANAGEMENT
Montreal, Canada
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the field of
water management.
Further information will be made available on
the WASET website: (https://www.waset.org/
conference/2018/05/montreal/ICWM) email: info@waset.org
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TWENTY65 CONFERENCE: BRINGING THE
WATER SECTOR TOGETHER: Innovation
through Collaboration to Secure a Sustainable
Future

MAY
NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY     	

16 – 18 April 2018

22 – 23 May 2018

ICWSFSWM 2018: 20 INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER, SANITATION, FOOD
SECURITY AND WASTE MANAGEMENT

UTILITY WEEK LIVE 2018: New Models: New
Markets

Montreal, Canada
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most
recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical
challenges encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of
water, sanitation, food security and waste management.
Further information will be made available on the
WASET website: (http://waset.org/conference/2018/05/
montreal/ICWSFSWM) email: info@waset.org

14 – 18 May 2018
IFAT: WORLD’S LEADING TRADE FAIR
FOR WATER, SEWAGE, WASTE AND RAW
MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Munich, Germany
IFAT is organised by Messe München as a showcase for strategies
and new solutions in water, sewage, waste and raw materials
management.
Further information will be made available on the IFAT
website: (http://www.ifat.de/index-2.html)
email: info@ifat.de

15 – 18 May 2018
6TH EWA/JSWA/WEF JOINT CONFERENCE:
THE RESILIENCE OF THE WATER SECTOR
Munich, Germany
This joint conference will explore ways in which the sector
in its broadest terms is developing resilient systems, assets,
and operations so that business continuity risk is well
managed in the face of adverse conditions. The intention
is to share experience from across the world covering: real
life examples of lessons learned from major events; good
response and recovery practices; and current activities that
are strengthening resilience.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website:
(https://www.resilience-conference2018.com/)
email: Boryana Dimitrova secretariat@resilienceconference2018.com

18 – 19 May 2018
ICWEEM 2018: 20 INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER, ENERGY AND
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
TH

This conference is organised by the World Academy of Science,
Engineering and Technology to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and
share their experiences and research results. It provides an
interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most recent innovations,
trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered
and solutions adopted in the fields of water, energy and
environmental management.
Further information will be made available on the
WASET website: (http://waset.org/conference/2018/05/
montreal/ICWSFSWM) email: info@waset.org

This industry exhibition for water, electricity and gas is
organised by Faversham House and co-located with edie Live.
The Keynote conference ‘Driving Transformation & Flexibility
in the Utility Sector’ will explore new models of leadership and
business strategies for future utilities markets. It will provide
updates on the progress of the smart meter rollout and lessons
learnt from retail market opening in the water sector.
For further information visit the Utility Week Live
website: (http://www.utilityweeklive.co.uk/)
email: rachaellyon@fav-house.com

22 – 24 May 2018
WATER POLLUTION 2018: 14th International
Conference on Monitoring, Modelling and
Management of Water Pollution
A Coruña, Spain
This Wessex Institute conference provides a forum for discussion
amongst scientists, managers and academics from different areas
of water contamination. Topics include: water contamination;
water management; wastewater management; flood damage;
freshwater quality; water reusage; and many others.
Further information will be made available on the
Wessex Institute website: (http://www.wessex.ac.uk/
conferences/2018/water-pollution-2018)
email: Irene Moreno Millan imoreno@wessex.ac.uk

23 – 25 May 2018
FRIAR 2018: 6th International Conference on
Flood and Urban Water Management
A Coruña, Spain
FRIAR 2018 is organised by Wessex Institute and Birmingham
City University. The conference seeks to develop an improved
understanding of emerging flood risk management and urban
water management challenges, drawing on the expertise of
numerous disciplines. It provides a forum for the development
of innovative solutions that can help bring about multiple
benefits toward achieving integrated flood risk and urban
water management strategies and policy.
Further information will be made available on the
Wessex Institute website: (http://www.wessex.ac.uk/
conferences/2018/friar-2018) email: Irene Moreno Millan
imoreno@wessex.ac.uk

23 – 25 May 2018
SMICE 2018: SLUDGE MANAGEMENT IN
CIRCULAR ECONOMY
Rome, Italy
This event is part of the IWA Specialist Group on Sludge
Management (SGSM) conference series, conceived as
an international forum discussing state-of-art, practical
applications and problems around sewage sludge. It will look
at policy in sludge management and the adoption of new
strategies and politics to maximize waste recycling.
For further details visit the IWA or conference website:
(http://www.iwa-network.org/events/sludge-management-incircular-economy/) (http://smice2018.com/)
email: water@iwahq.org
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11 – 12 May 2018

20 – 22 June 2018

I.S. RIVERS: 3RD INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE:
Integrative Sciences and Sustainable Development
of Rivers

Naples, Italy

4 – 8 June 2018

Lyon, France
This international conference is organised by the GRAIE and
ZABR. It will allow scientists, river managers, consultants, and
operational stakeholders from Europe and from all over the
world to learn about the complexity and diversity of rivers
and share their experiences in terms of research and actions.
Particular consideration is given to the integration of physical,
ecological and social perspectives of the different stakeholders
involved in river management.
Further information will be made available on the GRAIE
website: (http://www.graie.org/ISRivers/a_index.htm)
email: Sarah Scarrott isrivers@graie.org

PROTECTIONS 2018: 3 International
Conference on Protection Against Overtopping
RD

Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria
This conference, organised by HR Wallingford, will bring together
leading experts concerned with research and advancements
in measures in overtopping protection as a solution for
overtopping concerns at levees, dams and seawalls. It will be
followed by a technical tour of the Lake District including some
of the impressive dams which can be found there.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://www.protections2018.org)
email: training@hrwallingford.com or use the contact form
on the above website.

ACE18: AWWA ANNUAL CONFERENCE &
EXPOSITION
Las Vegas, USA
This conference and trade fair is organised by the American
Water Works Association and provides a gathering of water
professionals to discuss solutions to the complex challenges
facing the water industry.
Further information will be made available on the
AWWA website: (http://www.awwa.org/conferenceseducation/conferences/annual-conference.aspx)
(http://www.awwa.org/conferences-education/events-calendar.
aspx?q=ace&partialfields=type:annual%2bmeeting&resultspe
rpage=10&sd=2013-08-12) email: service@awwa.org or use
the contact form on the above website

8TH INTERNATIONAL WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT CONFERENCE OF ICWRS
Beijing, China
This conference, part of the series of IWRM conferences
organized by IAHS-ICWRS, is focused on the innovative and
integrated management of water resources. The theme is
‘Innovative Water Resources Management under Changing
Environment – Understanding Interactions and Making Balance
between Humankind and Nature’.
For further details visit the conference website:
(http://iwrm2018.bnu.edu.cn/) email: iwrm2018@bnu.edu.cn
Produced by FWR © FWR 2017

25 – 26 June 2018
ICWPC 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON WATER POLLUTION AND CONTROL
Paris, France
This conference is organised by the World Academy of Science,
Engineering and Technology to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and
share their experiences and research results. It provides an
interdisciplinary platform to discuss the most recent innovations,
trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges encountered
and solutions adopted in the fields of water pollution and control.
Further information will be made available on the
WASET website: (http://waset.com/conference/2018/06/
paris/ICWPC) email: info@waset.org

25 – 28 June 2018
EMCON2018: 6TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON EMERGING
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANTS
Oslo, Norway
This conference is organised by EmCon and the Norwegian
Institute for Water Research (NIVA) to bring together scientists
to present and discuss the latest research on all aspects of
emerging contaminants. It will cover sources and exposure
pathways, treatment processes and technologies, sampling,
analytical methods and approaches, effects in aquatic and
terrestrial environments, risk assessment and management
and the regulations and policy.
Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (https://emcon2018.no/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

JULY
1 – 6 July 2018
HIC 2018: 13TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON HYDROINFORMATICS:
Water and Environmental Challenges in a
Changing World
Palermo, Italy
This IAHR/IWA Joint Committee on Hydroinformatics
conference is hosted by the University of Palermo as a
forum for exchanging ideas, promoting ground-breaking
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13 – 15 June 2018

Further information will be made available on the
Wessex Institute website: (http://www.wessex.ac.uk/
conferences/2018/environmental-impact-2018)
email: Irene Moreno Millan imoreno@wessex.ac.uk
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11 – 14 June 2018

This Wessex Institute conference will provide an international
forum to discuss the most serious problems affecting
sustainable development. It will consider the impact of economic
constraints on the environment, taking into account the social
aspects as well as the over-use of natural resources. Topics
include: environmental policies and planning; natural resources
management; ecosystems health; soil contamination; water
resources management; sustainable cities; and many others.
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6 – 8 June 2018

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 2018:
4th International Conference on Environmental and
Economic Impact on Sustainable Development
NEW ENTRY
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Further information will be made available on the
conference website: (https://www.hic2018.org/)
(http://www.gii-idraulica.net/files/Call%20for%20sessions_
HIC2018.pdf) email: info@hic2018.org

8 – 12 July 2018
7TH SINGAPORE INTERNATIONAL WATER
WEEK
Singapore
SIWW is organised by Singapore International Water Week Pte
Ltd. It will gather stakeholders from the global water industry
to share best practices and showcase the latest technologies.
The main sectors include catchment management, clean
transport, climate change and flood control, sanitation, sludge
handling and treatment, waste control and management,
wastewater collection and treatment, and water distribution,
treatment and reuse. The Water Convention welcomes
water practitioners and leaders to share their best practices,
strategies and applied technological solutions.
Further information will be made available on the SIWW
website: (http://www.siww.com.sg/) (http://www.siww.com.sg/
water-convention) email: info@siww.com.sg

AUGUST
19 – 24 August 2018

NEW ENTRY

ISE 2018: 12TH INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
ON ECOHYDRAULICS

2 – 5 September 2018
21ST CONGRESS OF ASIA PACIFIC DIVISION
OF INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR
HYDRO-ENVIRONMENT ENGINEERING AND
RESEARCH (IAHR-APD): Multi-Perspective
Water for Sustainable Development
Yogyakarta, Indonesia
This congress aims to share Hydro-Environment related
knowledge and experiences. Sub-themes include: river and river
basin engineering and management - river hydraulics; port,
harbours, coastal engineering and management; environmental
hydraulics and hydrology; irrigation, water supply and sanitation;
water resources; hydroinformatics; and others.
Further information will be made available on the
congress website: (http://iahrapd2018.ugm.ac.id/)
email: radianta@ugm.ac.id

5 – 7 September 2018
WATEF CONFERENCE 2018
University of Aveiro, Portugal
This is the first international conference organised by the
Water Efficiency Network (WATEF). The conference theme is
‘The Future of Water in Europe: Local, Regional and Global
Best Practice’. It will include a special session ‘Resilience
through cooperation and innovation’.
Further information will be made available on the
WATEF or Institute of Water website:
(https://www.watefnetwork.co.uk/conference)
(https://www.instituteofwater.org.uk/events-info/645/)
email: info@watefnetwork.co.uk

Tokyo, Japan

5 - 8 September 2018

This symposium will jointly be convened by the International
Association for Hydro-Environment Engineering and Research
(IAHR) and International Society for River Science (ISRS). It aims
to bridge the knowledge gap between hydraulics and biological
systems in Hydro-Environment. The major themes are: aquatic
biota movements; e-flows, i.e. environmental, instream or
ecological flow regimes; and lake and river habitat restoration.

RIVER FLOW 2018: 9TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS

For further details visit the symposium website:
(http://ise2018.com/) email: Please use the contact form on
the above website.

20 – 21 August 2018
ICAIWM 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON ADAPTIVE AND
INTEGRATIVE WATER MANAGEMENT
London
This conference is organised by the World Academy of
Science, Engineering and Technology to bring together leading
academic scientists, researchers and research scholars to
exchange and share their experiences and research results.
It provides an interdisciplinary platform for the presentation
of new advances and research results in the fields of Adaptive
and Integrative Water Management.
Further information will be made available on the
WASET website: (https://waset.org/conference/2018/08/
london/ICAIWM/call-for-papers) email: info@waset.org

Lyon-Villeurbanne, France
River Flow 2018 is organised by the International Association
for Hydro-Environment Engineering and Research (IAHR). It
will focus on the latest findings in the field of fluvial hydraulics,
addressing fundamental issues related to fluid processes
of sediments and pollutants in rivers. More practical issues
related to river morphodynamics, river restoration, and river
interaction with structures will be discussed.
For further information visit the conference website:
(https://riverflow2018.irstea.fr/) email: riverflow2018@irstea.fr

10 - 12 September 2018
WORLD CANALS CONFERENCE 2018
Athlone, Republic of Ireland
WCC 2018 is hosted by Waterways Ireland and the Inland
Waterways Association of Ireland. It will look at regeneration
projects on inland waterways and the re-imagining of the
waterways as linear parks & amenity spaces to cater for all
lovers of water.
For further information visit the conference website:
(http://wccireland2018.com/)
email: WCC2018@conferencepartners.ie
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technologies, proposing new extensive collaborations, and
finding new solutions for water management. Themes will be:
Technologies for Water Management and Monitoring; remote
sensing; big-data, knowledge and water data management;
hydraulic and hydrological modelling; climate change impacts;
environmental and coastal hydroinformatics.

16 - 21 September 2018
IWA WORLD WATER CONGRESS &
EXHIBITION 2018: Shaping Our Water Future
This global event for water professionals offers new insights
into how pioneering science, technological innovation and
leading practices shape the major transformation in water
management that is underway.
Further information will be made available on the IWA
website: (http://www.iwa-network.org/news/tokyo-2018first-announcement/) email: water@iwahq.org

24 – 25 September 2018
ICWRM 2018: 20TH INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON WATER RESOURCES
MANAGEMENT
This conference is organised by the World Academy of Science,
Engineering and Technology to bring together leading academic
scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and
share their experiences and research results. It provides an
interdisciplinary forum for researchers, practitioners and
educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations,
trends, and concerns, practical challenges encountered and the
solutions adopted in the field of Water Resources Management.
Further information will be made available on the
WASET website: (https://waset.org/conference/2018/09/
dubai/ICWRM/home) email: info@waset.org

29 September – 3 October 2018
New Orleans, LA, USA
WEFTEC, the Water Environment Federation’s Annual
Technical Exhibition and Conference, provides an exhibition
and technical program giving access to the field’s cuttingedge information, technologies, services, and networking.
Further details will be made available on the WEFTEC
website: (http://www.weftec.org/)
email: Please use the contact form on the above website.

Kasumigaura, Ibaraki, Japan
WLC 2018 is organised by the International Lake Environment
Committee (ILEC) for multi-sectoral participants (i.e.,
academia, government, citizens, NGOs and enterprises) to
exchange their views and experiences on the sustainable
management of lakes and their basins. The main theme will
be ‘Harmonious coexistence of humans and lakes - toward
sustainable ecosystem services’.
Further information will be made available on the
ILEC or conference website: (http://www.ilec.or.jp/en/
wlc) (http://www.pref.ibaraki.jp/seikatsukankyo/kantai/
kasumigaura/wlcen.html) email: infoilec@ilec.or.jp

NOVEMBER
21 – 22 November 2018
WWEM 2018: 8TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
AND EXHIBITION ON WATER, WASTEWATER &
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Telford
WWEM is a specialised biennial event focused on measurement,
testing and analysis for the water and wastewater and
environmental industry. There will be a conference and exhibition
and also workshops on case studies, problem solving, new
technologies and new applications.
Further information will be made available on the
WWEM website: (http://www.wwem.uk.com/)
email: info@wwem.uk.com
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WEFTEC 2018

17TH WORLD LAKE CONFERENCE
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Dubai, UAE

15 – 19 October 2018
NEW ENTRY

NEW ENTRY

Tokyo, Japan

OCTOBER
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FWR website
The Foundation for Water Research
website has five information areas:
1. Water Supply
2. Wastewater
3. Water Environment
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4. FWR Library
5. Catchment Partnership

www.fwr.org
Produced by the Foundation for Water Research © FWR 2017
It is FWR’s policy to improve our services in every way and so whilst details
set out in this publication were correct at the time of publishing, we are
unable to guarantee that changes have not subsequently taken place. We
therefore reserve the right to alter content at any time without notice.
This publication may not be copied for distribution or used for any
commercial reason without prior permission from FWR.

Design Agency - http://www.connellmarketing.com

What does the FWR Website provide?
• Access to a free comprehensive website
including information notes, technical reports
and publications.
• Quarterly FWR Newsletters, and also frequently
updated FWR Events Diary and Environmental
News Highlights.
• Information about water supply, wastewater,
WFD and integrated river basin management,
the South Chilterns Catchment Partnership, and
water related publications.

Foundation for Water Research
Allen House, The Listons, Liston Road,
Marlow, Bucks SL7 1FD, UK.
T : +44 (0) 1628 891589
F : +44 (0) 1628 472711
E : office@fwr.org.uk
W : www.fwr.org
Publication No : FWR - EVENTS DIARY 117-0
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